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Tracfone lg k31 rebel smartphone reviews

© 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates Max products to compare reached.Unable to compare products.Click "clear all" to compare different product types. © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates K1 Whatever you're watching on your phone will be "mirrored" to your TV. It's like looking in a mirror because the objects will be reversed
g In Canada, Telus offers lg k31 to low income seniors. The wifi disconnects 3 or 4 times/day, when I call someone they can't hear me with speakerphone on, the phone sees only 2.4 GHz wifi, etc etc. Telus gives me 3gb data, but useless LG K31 phone. Anybody else have these problems? J1 I do not recommend the phone unless they sell it second
hand, it has many failures with the touch (lag) the processor is fine but it is not a big deal and the automatic camera is disgusting (the worst camera I would say), it has a micro usb port which would be perfect a C port (come on lg gives something good at least) the audio is distorted a lot even at medium volumes. I have not found ways to enter the
recovery mode and there is no way to enter through videos since the phone has no development, something that bothers me is that the phone has a 64-bit processor but the operating system is in mode 32 bits and with 1 core disabled. J Anyone know the difference between this and the K32? It seems like they're basically the same phone but the K32
sells here for $130 and the K31 for $160 R Just got this it's good for the price if u choose inexpensive phones . Nice to have memory card slow very important. I wish it had international support but most carriers don't work overseas. Another thing would be if it had dual sims. I would love a dual SIM phone so u have personal and business in one place.
Maybe it's not a big deal. The metal case makes weight distribution a lil weird I think if u drop or fall asleep on phone u get a case that's shock proof. I Anonymous, 11 Dec 2020Can I play Roblox on it? is it laggyIt will probably low specs just look deep you might find something better A This LG k31 rebel SUCKS! NO screen mirroring not even with
screenbeam mini2 Back to Walmart with this POS! D CptPower, 23 Dec 2020Well thats correct. Everytime you add 5 or 10 tp final price you can find lot more devices ... moreAndroid 10 doesn't run well at all on only 2GB of RAM. Google mandated that smartphone makers must use Android Go O/S in phones with only 2GB of RAM. With FB app
running in the background, this phone often freezes up. It doesn't even work properly out of the box. For $150 there are much better choices out there. 131211281 Dan, 19 Dec 2020I recently bought a Redmi 9 for $114 (4/64GB China version). It has a 1080p IPS screen, Helio ... moreWell thats correct. Everytime you add 5 or 10 tp final price you can
find lot more devices which are far btter than this LG phone with only Helio P22, 2GB ram only 16GB disk space and just 3000 mAh with a crappy display resolution. D CptPower, 23 Aug 2020120 eur??? Haha. 9A by Xiaomi cost much less and offers much more. I recently bought a Redmi 9 for $114 (4/64GB China version). It has a 1080p IPS screen,
Helio G80, and 5000mAh battery. Helio G80 is more than twice as fast as the Helio P22 in this LG, according to antutu benchmarks. D M1999, 02 Sep 2020I know some people who had Xioami phones (note that the models are 3 and 4 years old) that had... moreI have the Redmi Note 3. It's 4 1/2 years old and has been used by two toddlers, and
everything still works on it. Maybe your friend got unlucky. ? Can I play Roblox on it? is it laggy ? Certifiable "POS"....End of story ...JM b Anonymous, 14 Nov 2020Just want to know if this phone can be use in asia,..Thanks,..Asia is a big place but this phone probably will not work well in most parts of Asia since according to this listing it doesn't have
band 1, 3, 8, or 20, the most common frequencies. The listed LTE bands seem specifically tailored to T-Mobile and possibly Verizon in the US; it even has the coveted 66 + 71. B The best phone I have had so far, last phone was a samsung s9, which I loved, but crashed and never could get to come back on. Bought the k31 and find it easier to use and
didn't cost a small fortune. ? Just want to know if this phone can be use in asia,..Thanks,.. ? Anonymous, 21 Aug 202041$ good price & lg must be happy so much for this pricingTRUUUUUUUUUE IDK why everyone else outside of the US is complaining about this if its compact its like they have better compact smartphone that we can't have. The war
in Ukraine: lending a hand and PhoneArena’s stand Compare phone and tablet specifications of up to three devices at once. LG Electronics has joined the ranks of mobile phone makers putting Google’s Android mobile operating system into smartphones, unveiling the LG-GW620 on Monday. The launch follows the debut of Motorola’s first Androidbased smartphone, Cliq, which was announced last week. LG’s South Korean rival Samsung Electronics has already launched an Android smartphone, as has High Tech Computer (HTC) of Taiwan. The new mobile phone OS is aimed at making Internet services such as social networking sites, e-mail, online maps and particularly Google services more
easily accessible on smartphones. The LG-GW620 sports a 3-inch touchscreen and slide-out QWERTY keypad. Few other details about the smartphone were immediately available. The device will hit some markets in Europe in the fourth quarter of this year, LG said in a statement. The new smartphone is LG’s first with the Android OS installed. The
company said the new OS gives it the flexibility to offer more choices to users. LG has traditionally used Microsoft Windows Mobile in smartphones. LG “will be introducing a minimum of 13 new smartphones over the next 16 months that utilize Microsoft’s Windows Mobile,” the company said in the release. The latest version of Windows Mobile, 6.5,
will be widely available in new smartphones launching Oct. 6, Microsoft said early this month. The new version of the OS takes over from Windows Mobile 6.1. The LG K31 Rebel features a 5.7" touchscreen, 32 GB storage, 2 GB RAM and an Octa-core processor. It also comes with a 13 + 5 MP dual rear camera setup, and Android 10, the latest
operating system at this time.Several new LG smartphones have come to Tracfone recently, including the LG Premier Pro Plus, LG Reflect, and now the LG K31 Rebel.The K31 is the smallest and least expensive option of the three, and the latest in the LG Rebel lineup, replacing the popular LG Rebel 4.Let's take a look at the pro's and con's for the LG
L355DL Rebel.LG K31 Rebel Quick FactsWhat We Like:-32GB storage-Android 10-Octa-core processor-Reasonable price-Small sizeWhat We Don't Like:-Only 2 GB RAMThe LG K31 Rebel comes with a lot of great features in a small size, something we don't see as much of anymore as most phones stretch to the largest possible screen size. The Moto G
Power, by comparison, is half an inch taller, and more than a quarter of an inch wider. which might not sound like a lot, but can make a big difference for those with smaller pockets, or smaller hands. The Rebel is clearly targeting consumers who want the small size of phones from a few years ago, or just need a backup device that isn't going to take
up much space.Let's take a look at the full list of features and specs to see what else K31 Rebel offers.Below are the features, followed by the technical specs.Android 104G LTE Coverage (Verizon)WiFiGPSAccelerometerBluetooth 5Alarm ClockAccess to over 1 Million Apps on Google Play StoreVoicemail, Caller ID, Call WaitingHearing Aid
compatibleSMS/MMSMIL-STD-810G compliantLG Premier Pro Plus Technical SpecsSize: 5.82" x 2.79" x 0.34" and 5.15 OZCamera: Dual rear camera: 13 + 5 MP wide angle with front 5 MP selfie cameraScreen: 5.7" HD+ 1560x720 display (IPS LCD)Processor: 2.0 Ghz Octa-core Processor (Mediatek Helio P22 MT6762)Memory: 2 GBStorage: 32 GB
(additional storage via MicroSDXC card)Battery: 3,000 mAh (non-removable) with 11.5hrs talk time, 13 days standbyThe manufacturer of the K31 Rebel is one of the largest electronics companies in the world with cell phones one of their strengths. LG has a variety of different phones ranging from budget to flagship and a number of them are
compatible with the Tracfone BYOP program (such as the powerful LG G8).Looking through the specs on the L355DL we see some nice improvements over previous LG models including the HD+ touchscreen and octa-core processor. However, some of the specs, such as the RAM, don't seem to be a significant improvement over last years models such
as the Journey or Solo or Rebel 4.Let's get into the full review to find out.TouchscreenWhile most phones aim for larger and larger screens (and often without actually increasing the size of the phone by much), the K31 Rebel settles on the 5.7" IPS LCD screen. It has a resolution of 720x1560 that gives it a pixel density of 299, which is about average.
Overall the screen is sharp and bright, but not quite at the level of more expensive devices with higher resolution.The K31 Rebel has one of the smallest screen sizes currently available from Tracfone with most other phones featuring screens in the 6"-6.5" range. If a small screen and small phone are important factors in your buying decision, the
Rebel is one of the only options. Internal Performance - RAM, Processor, and StorageThe performance on the K31 Rebel is good thanks to the 2.0 Ghz Octa-core processor but it could be better if the phone came with more than the 2 GB RAM currently available. Everyday use of the phone, including surfing the web, using social media apps and basic
games will function well. However, more resource intensive games or apps will strain the device, and likely run into performance lag. But with the small screen size, most gamers would be looking elsewhere for a new phone.The Rebel also has 32 GB internal storage and a MicroSDXC slot for extra storage.Surprisingly the K31 Rebel shares the same
internal specs as the LG Premier Pro Plus and the LG Reflect (with the exception that the Reflect has 3 GB RAM) even though both have much larger screens, and higher price tags. CameraDual rear cameras are becoming the norm and the K31 Rebel comes with a 13+5 MP setup for capturing the portrait style photos and ultra-wide angle. It also
features Phase Detect Auto Focus (PDAF), LED flash, HDR and panorama. On the front the Rebel has a 5MP selfie shooter. The cameras take surprisingly nice photos for the price point this phone comes in at, and they work great for capturing a moment and sharing with friends and family on social media. For video, the phone has 1080p 30fps on
both the front and rear cameras.Take a look at our 8 Tips to Take Better Photos on your Smartphone.BatteryThe K31 Rebel's small size leads to a small battery that is just 3,000 mAh and has about 11 hrs talk time and 13 days on standby. This will generally last a full day with low to moderate usage.The battery performance isn't too far off from many
of LG's other smartphones, but far less than devices such as the Moto G Power which has a 5,000 mAh battery that easily lasts two or more days.Android OSThe LG K31 comes with the new Android 10, the latest version, which has both performance and security improvements over past versions. It also has a number of new features such as gesture
navigation, location privacy controls, better notification controls and the ability to create or scan QR codes for your WiFi network.The phone also comes with LG's UX 9.1 which is a custom skin offering visual adjustments and features over the stock Android OS.Get the most from your smartphone with out list of the Best Android Apps.Overall
DesignThe design of the K31 Rebel is fairly straightforward with LG's normal button locations on the side of the phone. The Tracfone version does not have a finger print sensor while the unlocked version does appear to have a fingerprint sensor on the back. The screen has a notch in the center for the front facing camera, and the bezel on the bottom
is a little larger than most devices. But the phone is small, and easily fits in the hand or pocket. At the bottom of the phone are the charging and 3.5mm ports. The Rebel is MIL-STD-810G compliant, meaning it is made to handle more rugged conditions. But specifics on what the K31 Rebel can handle are unclear, so we don't recommended testing the
durability of the phone.ConclusionThe LG K31 Rebel is a low-cost, smaller-sized smartphone that is designed for users who don't need, or want a bigger phone. Yet it still offers many of the same performance and features of LG's other Tracfone smartphones. Whether you are looking for a backup phone, or just prefer a device that is easy to hold, but
still has updated features and performance, the LG K31 Rebel is a great option.If you are looking for a little more, and are willing to spend a little more, there are a number of other great options, such as the Moto G Optimo MAXX, Moto G Power, or Samsung Galaxy A20.LG Rebel 4 vs LG K31 RebelFor Tracfone customers that have the LG Rebel 4,
the question is, should you upgrade?The LG K31 Rebel offers a number of great improvements over the Rebel 4, including more internal storage, better performance, updated Android OS, bigger screen (but almost the same physical size), improved cameras, and a number of other minor feature upgrades.So should you upgrade? Well if you like the
size of the Rebel 4 but the performance is slow, the K31 Rebel will make a great upgrade that is still a similar size. If you are looking for more performance or a larger screen, consider the LG Reflect, or the Moto G Power.See all the new phones in our List of the Latest Tracfone Smartphones.Where to Buy the LG K31 RebelThe K31 is available from a
number of online sources, and include several offers with airtime bundles.View the LG K31 Rebel with airtime bundle on HSNView the LG K31 Rebel with airtime bundle on QVCView the LG K31 Rebel on AmazonGet 2 LG K31 Rebels in this special deal from HSNLG K31 Rebel User Manual and TutorialsView the LG K31 Rebel User ManualFind help
for the LG K31 with the Device TutorialsThat concludes our review of the LG K31 Rebel from Tracfone. We hope you found it useful and leave a comment with any thoughts or questions.If you are new to Tracfone, start with our Beginners Guide!Join us over on Facebook for the latest news and posts or send us a message for more direct help
questions.Take a look at some of our recent posts, including a Guide for Making your Airtime Last Longer and Everything you Need to Know about Data Cards.And don't miss out on the our monthly Tracfone Deals, Discounts and Sales!Thanks for visiting!
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